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“

True Freedom is not
achieved through
begging, and
agitation. True
Freedom is
achieved through
struggle for one's
own identity, and
maintained through
further struggle.”

Imam Yahya Shabazz is the author of New Leadership Into The
21st Century. The AM360 talk show host is also an
entrepreneur and community activist with a long history of
engagement in both civil rights and nationalism movements; he
found the balanced answer to both arenas when he accepted
the faith of Al-Islam.
Imam Shabazz served as Project Director for the Council of
Federated Organizations during the 60s human rights struggle
in central Mississippi; he served the local Quitman, Mississippi
community as Masjid Muhammad’s resident imam and the
state as a convener. He helped lead the American Coalition For
Good Government (ACGG) efforts in California as the Western
Regional Coordinator and was creative director and manager
for the Islamic Television Ministry in northern and southern
California.
As a co-host on AM360, he delves weekly into the issues
surrounding minority empowerment, racial profiling, learned
helplessness, self-violence and recidivism and a
disenfranchised economic base in minority communities.

The imam believes the proper understanding and application of
Islamic moral, ethical, and business principles offer some
powerful solutions to a crisis that appears to be worsening in
the face of incompetent public policy, a diverted populace and
an incongruent and outdated minority self-perception left over
from the civil rights era. The Islamic view he proposes is not
the one foreign to our commonly shared values and good
human sense, but the true Islam that saved entire civilizations
and advanced the scientific method and more.
What is exactly the cause of stagnation for many in the African
American community in particular and for America? Ask the
imam.
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New Leadership Into The
21st Century…
An eloquent explanation of
what true leadership is and
how effective it can be in
inspiring positive change in
the individual and society.
Read more
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